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Malta 

Malta is fast becoming one of the top destinations for globetrotting foreigners, expatriates and professionals. 
Many expatriates who relocated to Malta vouch for the Mediterranean island, stating that they are enjoying a 

and more luxurious lifestyle, due in part to the island’s lower cost of living. Combined 
with one of the best climates in the world, this validates their decision to relocate to Malta.

Living in Malta 

The rationale behind why affluent foreigners are relocating and living in Malta is very simple: year
sunshine, beneficial tax treatment and career progression. 

For those coming to live in Malta, there are several residency programmes that they can take advantage of. 
These offer reduced tax rates on remitted income subject to certain requirements, several of which are linked 
to property. Also, Malta is a signatory a wide network of double taxation agreements, which is of particular 
relevance to those individuals wishing to retire on the island. 
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Apart from the fiscal benefits of relocating to the island, expatriates will find many other advantages to living 
in Malta. The island’s size guarantees that one is never far from new experiences. These range from exotic 

sports to exploring Malta’s range of architecture and history that is scattered throughout the island. In 
addition, Malta’s climate has received wide praise for being the best in the world in a recent surv
International Life magazine and is ranked as one of the top three locations for quality of life.

How We Can Help 

For individuals thinking about living in Malta, we can aid you every step of the way. 
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